


“Children who feel the power

of writing and feel positive 

about themselves as writers

are likely to want to write” 

Owocki and Goodman



Take the time to plant the

seeds of empowering and 

watch your Writers´

attitudes grow!!



What is writing?

 Writing is talking with your

pencil.

 Writing is a communication

tool.

 Writing is life-work, not just

desk-work.



Why are children

reluctant to 

write?





Maybe…

So…

Take a step back and remove the

pressure!!

They are not ready

There´s too much pressure on

them



DEVELOPMENTAL WRITING



ACTIVITIES THAT WILL PREPARE 

YOUNG CHILDREN FOR WRITING

Working with the ABC



The Secret Box



High Frequency Words displayed



PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS

Phonological awareness skills are important in order to 

develop good reading skills. Having good phonological 

awareness skills means that a child is able to 

manipulate sounds and words, or “play” with sounds and 

words. 

Phonological awareness is important because it is a 

basis for reading and writing.



PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS 

ACTIVITIES

Recognizing when words rhyme

Segmentation of words in sentences 

Blending syllables Segmentation of syllables 

Deletion of syllables 

Identifying sounds in words

Blending sounds 

Segmentation of sounds 

Addition of sounds 

Manipulation of sounds 



Interactive Whiteboard games



HOW CAN WE EMPOWER 

YOUNG WRITERS?

INSTILL a writer’s attitude.

BUILD a writing community.

ESTABLISH writing routines for daily

practice.



MENTOR TEXTS

Instill a writer’s attitude







PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
SPONTANEOUS WRITING IN THEIR PLAY 

AREAS









I Trace Story Creator

Book Creator My Story



It´s a great springboard to writing!!

Rocket models how to 

collect ideas to write 

about, write and rewrite 

every day and share his 

writing. Children can 

connect with the 

character





Writing must be interactive

Sharing transports writing from paper to a 

vehicle of communication

Sharing helps students develop as writers

and friends

Talk is great brainstorming, as it is the

rehearsal for writing



Begin where they

are

Write simple 

sentences













ART IS ALSO A 

POWERFUL 

SOURCE OF 

INSPIRATION





She has a 

beautiful hair. I 

like her dress.









Teachers play an

important role in 

encouraging children

to communicate their

thoughts and record 

their ideas through

writing.



My Email address

Florencia.abal@Lincoln.edu.ar

Thank you for coming!!

@mfabal69


